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1. Introduction
Description of deliverable 8.5 “EAPRIL Conference Cloud workshops and sessions in 2018 and
2019” from the project application form:
Outcomes of ViSuAL will be disseminated in various sessions and formats in the EAPRIL
conferences. Outline of intended EAPRIL Conference workshops and sessions in 2018 and
2019 is as follows:
●
●

●

●
●
●

Speed dating: During the Speed Dating session, participants interested in a specific
cloud can get to know each other in short face-to-face conversations.
Cloud invited session: The cloud will propose a topic to the invited sessions that offer an
opportunity for all participants to be indulged in one subject together with fellow
practitioner researchers interested in the same domain.
Workshop sessions: A highly interactive and collaborative session that shows how the
outcomes and output of a project may be applied in practice. It can demonstrate a
pedagogical method in practice.
Poster Session: A poster communicates the main ideas, objectives, results and
conclusions of a research project or study.
Flipping the session: An interactive discussion with the audience.
Case study: Practitioners are invited to present a case from their practice and share their
experiences with in-depth discussion with the audience.

Apart from EAPRIL, the design team will strive to present their research outcomes on other
relevant European and national conferences and seminars.

2. EAPRIL 2018
2018 EAPRIL conference was held in Portorož, Slovenia on 12-14 November 2018.
ViSuAL project had a spotlight session “ViSuAL - the Video Supported Collaborative Learning
Knowledge Alliance Erasmus+ (EU)-project” led by Margus Pedaste from the University of
Tartu, Estonia.
European Association for Practitioner Research on Improving Learning (EAPRIL) acts as an
associate partner in the project. EAPRIL’s annual conference was chosen as ViSuAL-project’s
dissemination platform because EAPRIL gathers teachers and researchers around Europe and
globally to network and learn from each other from practice-oriented research projects focusing
on learning and professional development, which is the core idea of the ViSuAL project. It’s also
very important that EAPRIL attracts many companies who are focusing on educational
technologies.
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The ViSuAL session consisted of the following parts:
● What is ViSuAL?
● Video tools for collaborative learning and knowledge building: EdVisto, iVideo.education
(+ video), Nordic Simulators (+ video), Flowbox, IRIS Connect.
● Pedagogical approach for using videos in collaborative learning (CL) and knowledge
building (KB)
● Group work to discuss the ViSuAL video tools and pedagogical approach
● Presentation of the group work results and plenary discussion

2.1 Presentation
Presentation slides are under this link here: http://bit.ly/visualeapril
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2.2 Discussion
In the discussion of the ViSuAL project video tools and pedagogical approach the IrisConnect
and iVideo tools got very good feedback and several participants got interest to use them in
their work as well. In case of other tools several suggestions were made based on the design
principles of other similar tools available on the market. However, all of them were assessed by
the participants to be useful although not always the most innovative ones. The ViSuAL
pedagogical approach was appreciated by the participants but the concern was raised about the
possibilities to learn collaboratively using the video tools. The representatives of ViSuAL
companies and the people planning the ViSuAL experiments participated in the sessions and
made their own specific notes for improving their tools and experiment plans.

2.3 Dissemination
Here is an overview of the social media coverage about ViSuAL project at EAPRIL 2018:
Project website: http://visualproject.eu/resources/ in the first project newsletter.
Project newsletter: On 27 November 2018 the first issue of the ViSuAL project newsletter was
published and this included a coverage about ViSuAL project´s participation in the EAPRIL
conference: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KjJllnu8-QhZCeTXg4xhPSLDwOVwUN15/view
Project Facebook
December 2018)

group:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/visualka/

(posts

on

16-17
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In addition, ViSuAL partners uploaded on their own Facebook and Twitter accounts photos and
tweets with #ViSuALKA hashtag. Please find some proofs:

On Twitter @ruiespadeiro (from the University of Évora, Portugal) tweeted about the event
using hashtag #ViSuALKA
Also, during EAPRIL 2018 two videos were recorded to introduce and promote ViSuAL project:
●
●

Vesna Belogaska talks about why IRIS Connect is part of the ViSuAL project:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvjzxC9jfYw
Alberto Cattaneo representing both Higher Education Institution (Swiss Federal Institute
for Vocational Education and Training, SFIVET) and also Educational Technology
Company iVideo.education in the ViSuAL project talks about what he finds interesting
and important in this project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqBijvy7kmo

Both videos are on ViSuAL project’s YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbAC6gdOH8di2yk_3_S929g/videos
The EAPRIL 2018 session dedicated to ViSuAL project, its video tools and pedagogical
approach was successful with more than 20 international participants.
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3. EAPRIL 2019
In 2019, EAPRIL annual conference took place in Tartu, Estonia on 27-29 November 2019.
ViSuAL project had a spotlight symposium “Video Supported Collaborative Learning: Insights in
the Experiments of ViSuAL project” led by chair Margus Pedaste from the University of Tartu
(Estonia) and discussant Frank de Jong from Aeres University of Applied Sciences (the
Netherlands). The symposium had five parts:
●
●
●
●
●

Introduction to the ViSuAL project and its pedagogical approach - Margus Pedaste (link
to presentation: http://bit.ly/visualeapril2019, included this video introducing the project)
Elevator pitch by each poster, followed by a short introduction of the video tool used in
one of the ViSuAL experiments
Conversations with the presenters (30 minutes)
Discussant's presentation - Frank de Jong
Plenary discussion led by the discussant

3.1 Presentation
Six posters introducing six ViSuAL experiments form the first cycle (2018/2019 academic year)
were presented to the EAPRIL 2019 audience:
●
●
●
●

●

University of Évora and Bloco Gráfico: “Collaborative video-problem solving in primary
education“, presenter: Ricardo Monginho.
SFIVET and iVideo.education: “Video Annotation in Teachers’ Training”, presenters:
Alessia Evi-Colombo and Alberto Cattaneo.
University of Tartu and Flowbox: “Observation and Pedagogical Practice”, presenters:
Margus Pedaste and Anni Küüsvek.
AERES and IRIS Connect: “Teacher students video reflections using Knowledge
Forum”, presenters: Marije Bent and Vesna Belogaska.JAMK and Flowbox: “Reflecting
own managerial work”, presenters: Eila Burns and Elina Vaara.
JAMK and IRIS Connect: “Reflecting own work as music instrument teacher-student”,
presenters: Sirpa Laitinen-Väänänen and Vesna Belogaska.

Poster presentations had two parts:
●
●

an overview of the experiment that was carried out and its results
a description of the video tool used in that experimentation

Each poster can be seen when clicking on the respective pictures below:
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1) University of Évora and Bloco Gráfico

2) SFIVET and iVideo.education

3) University of Tartu and Flowbox

4) AERES
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5) JAMK and IRIS Connect

6) JAMK and Flowbox

List of links to view posters:
●
●
●
●
●
●

University of Évora and Bloco Gráfico
SFIVET and iVideo.education
University of Tartu and Flowbox
AERES and IRIS Connect
JAMK and Flowbox
JAMK and IRIS Connect

Poster presentations (six posters) were recorded and can be found on this YouTube link:
https://youtu.be/G18Rg1fU6IA.

3.2 Discussion
Poster presentations were followed by conversations between presenters and audience
members (approximately 30 minutes) with interesting discussions and many questions.
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After that ViSuAL project coordinator Frank de Jong gave a discussant’s presentation which
was followed by a plenary discussion with active participation from the audience.
The EAPRIL 2019 session dedicated to ViSuAL project, its experimentations and video tools
was successful with more than 50 international participants.

3.3 Dissemination
Here is an overview of the social media coverage about ViSuAL project at EAPRIL 2019:
Project website: http://visualproject.eu/uncategorized/visual-project-at-eapril-2019/
Project newsletter:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cXVzDQJGeUwswA0n8pXuc-RNwvVL2O7R/view?usp=sharing
Project blog: http://www.visual.uevora.pt/2019/11/27/visual-project-at-eapril-2019/
Project Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/learningfromvideo/ (posts on 27 November
to 4 December 2019)
Project Twitter account: https://twitter.com/VisualProject2, 12 posts by @VisualProject2
between 26-29 November 2019, often re-tweeted by @EAPRIL_office.
Project LinkedIn channel: https://www.linkedin.com/company/visualka
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4. EAPRIL 2020
In 2020, EAPRIL conference will be held in Kufstein, Austria on 25-27 November 2020 and
ViSuAL project partners plan to participate again to present the results of the project for up to
500 researchers and practitioners from all over the world who will be present.
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